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Abstract
Webring together a cavity-enhanced light–matter interfacewith amultimode interferometer (MMI)
integrated onto a photonic chip and demonstrate the potential of such hybrid systems to tailor
distributed entanglement in a quantumnetwork. TheMMI is operatedwith pairs of narrowband
photons produced a priori deterministically from a single 87Rb atom strongly coupled to a high-finesse
optical cavity. Non-classical coincidences between photon detection events showno loss of coherence
when interfering pairs of these photons through theMMI in comparison to the two-photon visibility
directlymeasured usingHong–Ou–Mandel interference on a beam splitter. This demonstrates the
ability of integratedmultimode circuits tomediate the entanglement of remote stationary nodes in a
quantumnetwork interlinked by photonic qubits.

1. Introduction

Entanglement is an essential resource formany applications of quantum information processing (QIP). In
particular the creation of entanglement between remote nodes of distributed quantumnetworks is a key goal of
thefield [1–3]. However, preparingmultipartite entangled states is challenging as bringing together distant
nodes is often impractical. Networks of interlinked stationary (typically single atoms or ions) andflying
(photonic) qubits offer a scalable route to bridging these physical distances [4], but necessitate a reliable interface
between these elements. A single atom strongly coupled to a singlemode of the electric field, where the internal
spin-state of the atom is entangledwith the emitted photon polarisation, is an ideal architecture for realising
such a system. The entanglement of distant atoms can then be achieved by leveraging this atom-photon
entanglement. In its simplest form the transfer of a quantum state between two remote atoms can be realised by
the exchange of a single-photon [5], howevermeasurement-induced entanglement swapping actions [6, 7] on
photons emitted frommany atoms offer the opportunity to scale up the approach and to create arbitrary
entangled states acrossmany network nodes. Herewe present the essential first step, a hybrid systemwhere an
a priori non-probabilistic source of polarised single-photons, produced from a single 87Rb atom strongly
coupled to an optical cavity, is used to operate amultimode interferometer (MMI) integrated onto a
photonic chip.

Coupled atom-cavity systems, with the high degree of control they provide over the light–matter interface,
are a versatile tool forQIP [8–11]. Single-photon emission is one application of this interface and is a priori
deterministic. Photons are produced inwell defined quantum states, which goes beyond the intrinsically
probabilistic sources, such as those based on spontaneous parametric down-conversion (SPDC), commonly
used for proof-of-principle demonstrations towards linear optical quantum computing [12, 13]. The creation of
entangled pairs of photons, emitted sequentially from a single atom [14], and of atoms, via a photon emitted by
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one atom and absorbed by the second [5], have been used to demonstrate atom-photon entanglement within
such systems.

One can considermultiple atom-cavity systems, with distinct atomic states before and after the emission of a
single-photon, each providing a different input to aMMIwhich implements a unitary link between inputs and
outputs. In a time-resolved setting, where the time fromphoton emission to detection ismuch shorter than the
photon coherence length, any detection event at an outputmode projects the ensemble of input channels into an
entangled state. Thismeasurement-induced entanglement relies on the unitary transformation destroying the
‘which-path’ information of the photon emission and persists until every emitted photon has been detected.

In principle any linear optics unitary operation can be realised by a series of 2×2 directional couplers [15],
but such networks become increasingly complex for the creation of larger entangled states. This is especially true
for genuinemultipartite entanglement, where theN-partite entanglement cannot be described as themix ofM-
party entangled states ( <M N ) andwhich requires the simultaneous involvement of allN parties to be realised
[16]. The high degree of information encoded in these highly-entangled statesmakes themof particular interest
to quantum information protocols [17–21]. Rather than requiring increasing numbers of pairwise entanglement
operations to create larger entangled states [22], a potentiallymore resource efficient and versatile tool is an
MMI, where every inputmode is coupled to every outputmode through a single waveguide. In this way anMMI
immediately provides the ability to interact any subset of anN-photon input state—providing a platform to
efficiently createmultipartite entangled states with a suitably designed unitary operation.MMIs have already
been designed to serve a number of purposes such as demultiplexers [23, 24], power splitters [25], optical
attenuators [26] and optical switches [27, 28]. By demonstrating pairwise entanglement operations using an
MMI and cavity-photons we show the ability of these integrated circuits tomediate the entanglement operations
required for the generation of distributedmultipartite entangled states in a real-world environment.

We emit single photons inwell defined quantum states from a single 87Rb atom coupled to a high-finesse
optical cavity, and deterministically route sequential emissions down paths of differing length such that they are
simultaneously passed through anMMI integrated onto a photonic chip. These ultra-narrow-band photons
have a correspondingly long coherence time, giving rise to non-classical coincidences between photon
detections that are up to three orders ofmagnitude further apart in time than the propagation time across the
chip.We emphasise that in this work, where the temporal length of the photonwavepackets (300 ns) far exceeds
the timing precision of the detectors (<100 ps), we extend use of the term ‘coincidences’ beyond the
conventionalmeaning of simultaneous detection events. Instead, we say any pair of detection events with a
temporal separationwithin a time-window of interest—which typically is the length of the photonwavepackets
but this is explicitly changed depending on the analysis—are coincident. The quantum interference of two
photons passed through theMMI is contrasted to the classical behaviour observedwhen the input pair aremade
fully distinguishable, and the long temporal length of these photons allows the performance of the chip to be
characterised in a time-resolvedmanner. As the first detection projects the inputmodes into an entangled state,
which is then subsequentlymeasured by the second detection, the degree towhich these coincident detections
display the expected behaviour for indistinguishable photons is then ameasure of the success withwhichwe
prepare and preserve entanglement. Equivalent performance is observedwhen operating theMMI to the two-
photon visibility our source demonstrates in a simpleHong–Ou–Mandel (HOM) experiment. From this we can
conclude that our hybrid systemof a cavity-based atom-photon interface and an integratedMMI is suitable for
use in distributed quantumnetworks.

2. Experimental overview

2.1. Single-photon generation
The polarised single-photons are produced by aV-STIRAPprocess betweenmagnetic sublevels of the 87Rb D2

line, a scheme first presented and demonstrated byWilk et al [29, 30]. An externalmagnetic field lifts the
degeneracy of themagnetic sublevels such that the cavity can selectively couple transitions between specific spin-
states of the atom, allowing a suitably tuned pump laser to drive Raman transitions from = =  ñ∣F m1, 1F to

= = ñ∣F m1, 1F , resulting in the emission of aσ± photon into the cavity. This scheme is illustrated in
figure 1(a)where it can be seen that the application of pumppulses alternately detuned from the cavity
resonance by the splitting of the ground level stretched states results in the emission of a streamof alternately
polarised single photons. Details of the experimental realisation of this driving scheme in our system can be
found in appendix A.

The second-order correlation function, tD( )( )g 2 , marked as (∗) infigure 1(d), wasmeasured using a
standardHanbury Brown–Twiss configuration [31, 32] (i.e. by recording coincident photon detections between
detectors at (∗) infigure 1(b)). This shows a small, but non-negligible, =( )( )g 0 0.0672 , which is attributable to
non-Raman-resonant processes that result in the same atom emitting two photonswithin one single driving
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interval. The correlation rate peaks at times corresponding to detection events an integer number of driving
intervals apart. The largest peaks aremeasured for sequential emissions and the non-zero possibility that a
spontaneous emission during photon production leaves the atom in a ‘dark’ state [33], fromwhich it can
produce nomore photons, results in reduced correlation rates at longer detection time differences.

The experimental set-up required to operate theMMI chip is shown infigure 1(b), where the alternatively
polarised photons are routed into paths of differing length. A 134 mfibre spool delays one of the photons by the
664 ns duty cycle of the production scheme such that pairs of sequentially emitted photons are delivered
simultaneously to theMMI. Repeating a tD( )( )g 2 measurement on the coincident detections between these two
paths, shown as plot (∗∗) infigure 1(d) andmeasured at (∗∗) infigure 1(b), illustrates this routingwith photon
pairs only arriving in every second driving interval. The large central peak of detections in the same time interval
shows that the polarised single-photon source allows the delivery of photon pairs to be realisedwith increased
efficiency than is possible for random routing. The smallest correlation peaks infigure 1(d)(∗∗), corresponding
to detection events an odd number of driving intervals apart, are caused by one photon taking the ‘wrong’ path,
which is attributable to experimental imperfections in the polarisation state of the emitted photons (caused by a
small birefringence of the cavitymirrors [34]) and in the alignment of the polarisation-routing optical elements.
These effects only result in a limited routing efficiency and so do not impact the overall two-photon interference.

The quantum interference of these photon pairs is characterised by aHOMexperiment [35, 36]. This is
achieved by using a 50:50 beam splitter in place of theMMI in the configuration illustrated infigure 1(b), and
then rotating the relative photon polarisations at (∗∗) tomeasure the orthogonally (distinguishable) and parallel
(indistinguishable) polarised cases. The cross-detector coincidences as a function of detection time difference at
the output of this beam splitter in these two cases are compared infigure 1(e). For parallel polarised photons the
suppression of these coincidences illustrates the ‘bunching’ of indistinguishable pairs as they coalesce and exit
into the same outputmode. The two-photon visibility is defined as the reduction in likelihood ofmeasuring
cross-detector coincidences for parallel polarised photons compared to the non-interfering orthogonally
polarised reference.Measured over the entire interaction time of the 300ns long photons the visibility is
(70.8± 4.6)%,which increases to�97.8%when considering only detectionswithin less than 23 ns of each
other. This temporal variation in the photon distinguishability is a result of their coherence properties, the
theory of which is described in detail in [37]. The behaviour observed in our system indicates the interference of
narrowband photonswith a 2π×2.15 MHzbandwidth. The high two-photon visibility within the long
coherence time allows us to use this source to examine the interference within theMMI.

Figure 1. (a)Energy level diagramof V-STIRAPprocesses betweenmagnetic sublevels of the 87Rb D2 line. (b)Experimental set-up of
the hybrid source-chip system showing the routing of polarised photons into paths of different length such that pairs of photons are
simultaneously delivered to theMMI chip. (c) Sliding histogram (binwidth and pitch of 40 ns and 4 ns, respectively) of the count rate
for the 300 ns photons emitted from the source. (d) tD( )( )g 2 measured after aHanbury Brown–Twiss set-up both before the delay
lines andwith random routing of photons (∗) and after the delay lineswith deterministically routed photons (∗∗) (the plots use a bin
width of 100 ns and a pitch of 20 ns). (e)Hong–Ou–Mandel interference of photon pairs on a 50:50 beam splitter, in place of theMMI
chip, for parallel (indistinguishable) and orthogonally (distinguishable) polarised photon pairs, shown as a sliding histogram (bin
width and pitch of 40 ns and 4 ns, respectively).
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2.2.MMIphotonic chip
TheMMIon the photonic chipwas fabricated using an optical lithography process to formwaveguides of silica
dopedwith germanium and boron on a siliconwafer [38]. The rectangular waveguides have a 3.5 μm×3.5 μm
cross-section and a refractive index contrast ofD = - »( ) ( )n n n n2 0.5%core

2
cladding
2

core
2 to support the

fundamentalmode at 780 nm. The four input and four outputmodes are all coupled to a singlemultimode
waveguide [39]where the self-imaging principle states that the input field is then reproduced in single (or
multiple) images at periodic intervals along thewaveguide length [40, 41]. Coupling into and out of the chip is
achieved by arrays of polarisationmaintaining fibres glued directly to the chip to remove alignmentmechanics.

The total loss through the chip varies from3.3 to 5.9 dB across the inputmodes.We post-select only the
experiments where the input photons are detected at the chip outputs such that the relative transmission of each
inputmode only affects the efficiency of data acquisition. The relevant transfermatrix,M, describing the
operation of the chip is then normalised to neglect losses within the chip. Thismatrix was directly characterised
with coherent light using the approach described in [42, 43]. Direct transmissionmeasurements give the
amplitude elements ofM, with the relative offset between interference fringesmeasured at each outputmode
when driving an interferometer between pairwise combinations of inputmodes giving the phase information.
The transfermatrix for ourMMIwasmeasured to be

=

⎛

⎝

⎜⎜⎜⎜

⎞

⎠

⎟⎟⎟⎟
( )M

0.28 0.7 0.45 0.48
0.41 0.6e 0.41e 0.54e
0.42 0.61e 0.55 0.38e
0.56 0.41e 0.59e 0.41e

. 1
i3.67 i3.86 i1.34

i2.84 i4.29

i0.39 i2.94 i4.25

It should be noted that, as we have experimentallymeasured eachmatrix element, this is not an ideal unitary
matrix. In principle there exists a larger unitarymatrix that accounts for all loss channels and fully describes the
action of theMMI as is discussed in detail in [43]. For our purposes however, a well-characterised transfermatrix
is sufficient to explain themodified detection statistics of photon pairs passed through the chip. The transfer
matrix is considered to be independent of polarisation of an incident photon in this work, whichwewill see to be
justified in the results presented in section 3.

2.3.Detection-based quantum state preparation
Photon detection is performed by superconducting nanowire detectors6 that typicallymeasurewith detection
efficiencies exceeding 80%, a detection jitter of<100 ps and recovery times of∼50 ns. Themeasured dark count
rates are negligible, ranging from5 to 66 per hour, and every detection event is recorded at run timewith 81 ps
precision by a commercial time-to-digital converter7 with all data processing deferred to a later time.

The successive detections of two photons interfered through theMMI sequentially prepares thenmeasures
an entangled state of the inputmodes. This process can be understood by a step-by-step analysis of the system at
each stage. Two indistinguishable photons input into differentmodes, i and j, prepares the initial state
Y ñ = ñ∣ ˆ ˆ ∣† †a a 0i jin . Thefirst detection of a photon in the outputmode k—presuming Y ñ∣ in remains unchanged
prior to this detection—then projects the ensemble of input channels into the state

åY ñ = ñ

+

+
ñ º Y ñ

ˆ ∣ ˆ ˆ ˆ ∣

⟶
ˆ ˆ

∣ ∣ ∣ ∣
∣ ∣ ( )

† †

† †

b M a a a

M a M a

M M

0 ,

0 , 2

k
X

Xk k i j

ik j jk i

ik jk

k

in

norm

2 2
ent,

where the action of theMMIhas been described by themappings

*å å= =ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ( )
† †b M a b M a, . 3i

X
Xi X i

X
Xi X

Weemphasise that if the coherence length of the photons exceeds the distance between emission and detection,
then any entanglement of inputmodesmust be expressed in terms of the internal states of the emitters. Here, the
spin-state of the atom,which flips upon emission, is then entangledwith the photon number in the delay line.
Accordingly, ifmultiple atom-cavity systemswere used to prepare the input vector, the first photon detection
would project the ensemble of emitters into amulti-partite entangled state. Realising specific forms of
distributed entanglement is then amatter of designing anMMIwith the appropriate transfermatrix.

6
Photon Spot,model numberNW1FC780.

7
Qutools quTAU.

4
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For our initial state, Y ñ∣ in , the probability of the first detection being in outputmode k is given by

å å
=

áY Y ñ

áY Y ñ
=

+

+

= +

∣ ˆ ˆ ∣

∣ ˆ ˆ ∣

∣ ∣ ∣ ∣
(∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ )

(∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ) ( )

†

†P
b b

b b

M M

M M

M M

,

1

2
. 4

k
k k

X X X

ik jk

X iX jX

ik jk

in in

in in

2 2

2 2

2 2

A second photon detection, in channel l, then reduces the input and outputmodes to the vacuum as all photons
have been detected

åY ñ =
+

+
ñ ñˆ ∣ ˆ

ˆ ˆ

∣ ∣ ∣ ∣
∣ ⟶ ∣ ( )

† †

b M a
M a M a

M M
0 0 . 5l k

X
Xl X

ik j jk i

ik jk

ent,
2 2

norm

This second detection in l, conditioned on a previous detection in k, occurs with probability

*= á Y ñ =
+

∣ ∣ ∣ ˆ ∣
∣ ∣

( )∣P b
M M M M

P
0

2
. 6l k l k

ik jl jk il

k
ent,

2
2

Repeating this analysis with the first detection in channel l followed by a second detection in k, allows us to define
the probability of coincident detections between outputs k and l to be

d

d

=
+

+

=
+

+

( )

∣ ∣ ( )

∣ ∣Q P P P P

M M M M

1

1
,

1

1
, 7

ij
kl

kl
k l k l k l

kl
ik jl il jk

2

where δkl is the Kronecker delta function required to prevent double counting of the detection orders when
k=l. For fully distinguishable photons this becomes [43–45]

d
=

+
+(∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ) ( )C M M M M

1

1
. 8ij

kl

kl
ik jl il jk

2 2

3. Results

Themeasured distributions of coincident cross-detector detections for both parallel and perpendicularly
polarised photon pairs input intomodes 1 and 2 are shown in the upper plots offigure 2. These show similarities
to the theoretically predicted distributions of = -

+S 98.9 %0.6
0.4 and = -

+S 99.4 %0.5
0.4 respectively.We follow the

example of previous work [12, 38] by defining

å
å å

= ( )S
p q

p q
, 9i i i

i i i i

where pi and qi are elements of the compared distributions. This is the classical fidelity normalised for
distributions that do not sum to 1, as is the case here since same-detector coincidences are still neglected.

Whilst identical and orthogonal distributions provide similarities of S=1 and S=0 respectively, pairs of
randomly selected distributions do not produce similarities evenly sampled frombetween these bounds. For
instance, the similarity between the predicted distributions for indistinguishable and fully distinguishable
photon pairs infigure 2 is Sbound=90.1%, and two randomdistributions selected fromwithin a six-
dimensional parameter spacewillmost likely show a similarity of -

+87.6 %11.6
7.3 to each other. Although the single

nature of our cavity-photons has already been demonstrated (see figure 1(d)), we also cannot surpass this
classical bound if we instead considered our inputmodes to be coherent states with a sufficiently lowmean
photon number that our detectors could still resolve coincident detection events.Whilst pairs of single photons
input across thesemodes have no defined phase relation, simulating the behaviour of coherent states requires
the consideration of all possible relative phases between the two inputs, from0 to 2π, which results in any
interference effects being averaged out. As suchwewould expect themeasured behaviour to be exactly that
derived for pairs of distinguishable single photons. That input pairs of parallel polarised single photons exhibit a
similarity to the predicted behaviour of indistinguishable two-photon states far exceeding the expectation for
classical behaviour, Sbound, verifies that we successfully entangle the two inputmodes [46].

Appendix B details how the similarities and associated uncertainties are obtained from themeasured data.
Further context for the quoted values is also provided and it is of particular note that the chance of a randomly
generated distribution exhibiting a similarity to the theoretical predictions within or exceeding the credible
interval of the experimentallymeasured behaviour is 0.40% and 0.47% for indistinguishable and fully
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distinguishable photon pairs, respectively. It would require different randomdistributions tomatch our
experimentally observed results for every input pairing and relative photon polarisation presented in this work
and, with the low probability of this occurring for even one experimental configuration, this clearly shows that
quantum interference dominates and explains the photon propagation in theMMI.

The long coherence length of our photons allows us to examine the performance of our hybrid source-chip
system in a time-resolvedmanner. The lower plots offigure 2 shows the similarity of themeasured coincidence
distribution for parallel polarised photon pairs to the predicted behaviour for both interfering (versusQ12

kl ) and
non-interfering (versusC12

kl ) photons, as a function of the detection time difference. The behaviour ismost
similar to the interfering case, as expected, for detections up to 90 ns apart, after which the behaviourmoves
towards that predicted for non-interfering photons. This temporal decoherence is a property of the photons and
is in agreementwith that observed in theirHOM interference (figure 1(e)). Photons detected 90 ns apart would
correspond to a spatial separation of approximately 18 mwhen treating them as point particles,8 approximately
1000 longer than the chip itself, showing the two-photon state remains coherent evenwhen the photons can
naively be thought to have never been simultaneously present in the chip. Practically, this is illustrating the
lifetime of the entangled state created upon the first photon detection, with no significant decoherence affecting
the statewithin this∼90 nswindow. It is noteworthy that the time-resolved similarity of themeasured data to
the expected behaviour for interfering photons never exceeds the equivalent similarity of = -

+S 98.9 %0.6
0.4 when

considering all coincident detections within the entire span of the photonwavepackets. This is because smaller
data sets are alsomore susceptible to statistical noise, which ismore likely to negatively impact the similarity than
positively.

To fully characterise the performance of theMMI, same-detector coincidences,many of which aremissed
due to thefinite recovery time of the detectors,must also be considered. The distribution of all coincidences,
both same- and cross-detector, is given by the autoconvolution of the intensity profile of the photons (seen in
figure 1(c)). Bymatching this profile to themeasured distribution of coincidences separated bymore than the

Figure 2.Cross-detector coincident detections with photon pairs input intomodes 1 and 2 of theMMI. The upper traces of parallel
(Para. 12) and perpendicularly (Perp. 12) polarised input photons show similarities to the expected behaviour of = -

+S 98.9 %0.6
0.4 and

= -
+S 99.4 %0.5

0.4 , respectively. The lower traces show the time-resolved performance of the parallel polarised case by comparing the
measured coincidence distributions to the expected behaviour for both interfering (versusQ12

kl ) and non-interfering (versusC12
kl )

photons. These consider only coincidences within t ∣ ∣ 25 ns with the dashed linesmarking the 68% credible interval.

8
Using the reasonable approximation that the speed of light in afibre is c2 3.
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maximumdetector recovery time, tR, we can infer the number ofmissed coincidences as can be seen in the
upper left plot offigure 3.

Tofind how thesemissed same-detector coincidences should be distributed across the output channels, we
note from equations (7) and (8) that =Q C 2ij

kk
ij
kk . As this relationship holds for any choice of input and output

modes, the relative distribution of these same-detector coincidences is unchanged by the photon
distinguishability. Thus for a given data set we can find this relative distribution by considering coincidences
between photonsmade fully distinguishable in time. The upper right plot of figure 3 shows thesewhen
considering detection time differences of twice the duty cycle of the experiment, corresponding to the nearest
side-peaks to the central peak for the tD( )( )g 2 measuredwith photon routing and delay lines in place in
figure 1(d). Physically these are events where the production of the second photon succeeds on the second
attempt at producing that polarisation and so effectively there are two duty cycles between detections. As this is
much longer than the detector recovery times, no same-detector coincidences aremissed in this case.

The lower traces infigure 3 show the complete corrected performance of theMMI for both parallel and
perpendicularly polarised photons input intomodes 1 and 2measured across all possible output pairings. These
have similarities (or equivalently fidelities as our distributions now sum to one) to the theoretical predictions of
= -

+S 98.3 %0.6
0.5 and = -

+S 98.9 %0.5
0.5 respectively. That the behaviour for non-interfering photons is equivalent,

within error bars, for both parallel polarised photons distinct in time and perpendicularly polarised photons
simultaneously incident on the chip justifies our previous assertion that that there is not ameasurable
polarisation dependence of the transfermatrix. It should also be noted that although Q Cij

kk
ij
kk is a constant value

(and this is sufficient to allowus to infer the distribution ofmissed same-detector coincidences), it deviates from

Figure 3.Performance of the chip for photon pairs input intomodes 1 and 2, corrected formissing same-detector coincident
detections due to thefinite recovery time, tR . The upper left plot compares the distribution of allmeasured coincidences to that
expected—found as described in the text—fromwhich the total number ofmissed detections can be inferred. The distribution of
these is known to be the same regardless of the photon interference, and so can be found by looking at the same-detector coincidences
observed for orthogonal photons (Orth. 12with = -

+S 99.6 %0.2
0.2 )—‘orthogonal’here referring to the property of the photon states not

overlapping in time. Their polarisation is then not relevant, and indeed is parallel for the data shownhere. The lower traces show the
complete data, including this same-detector correction, for both parallel (Para. 12, = -

+S 98.3 %0.6
0.5 ) and perpendicularly (Perp. 12,

= -
+S 98.9 %0.5

0.5 ) polarised input photons.
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=Q C 2ij
kk

ij
kk in the expected data presented. This is a result of a small renormalisation9 of the coincidence

distribution predicted for interfering photons, required due to the experimentally-measured transfermatrix,M,
being non-unitary.

The chips operationwith photons input tomodes 1 and 3 is summarised infigure 4where the parallel
polarised photons show = -

+S 97.7 %0.6
0.6 to the predicted behaviour. Orthogonal input photons,made

distinguishable in time, show = -
+S 99.4 %0.4

0.3 .
The performance of our hybrid chip-source system clearly indicates the successful operation of theMMI

with cavity-photons. To identify the origin of the rather small imperfections observed, we note that the
interference will always be inherently limited by the coherence properties of the photon pairs, whichwas directly
measured in theHOMpresented infigure 1(e). For an input pair with two-photon visibility,V, we can consider
that the expectedMMI output is simply theweighted average of the limiting cases

= + -( ) · ( ) · ( )R V V Q V C1 , 10ij
kl

ij
kl

ij
kl

where  V0 1, withV=0 (V=1) corresponding to completely distinguishable (indistinguishable)
photons.

The distributions ( )R Vkl
12 12 and ( )R Vkl

13 13 showmaximum similarities to the observed behaviour of parallel
polarised photons input tomodes 1 and 2 (see figure 3) andmodes 1 and 3 (see figure 4) of = -

+S 99.1 %0.4
0.3 and

= -
+S 99.4 %0.3

0.2 respectively for =V 0.72812 andV13=0.684. This is in good agreement with the two-photon
visibility of (70.8± 4.6)%observed from theHOM interference of our photons, fromwhichwe can conclude
that the performance of our system is not impacted by any additional decoherence arising from the interfacing of
the atom-cavity sourcewith the photonicMMI chip.

4. Conclusions

Observing similarities with the expected quantumbehaviour in theMMI output exceeding 98% for coincident
detections several tens of ns apart impressively shows the potential of our hybrid approach. Firstly, this clearly
demonstrates the uniquely quantumbehaviour in themultimode interferometry of cavity photons. Secondly,
the long time span between detections demonstrates that theMMI effectively projects the entire input vector
into an entangled state upon the first detection, which survives and preserves its coherence until the second
photon is detected. To this respect, the similarity recorded as a function of detection-time difference (see
figure 2) can be regarded as the fidelity of remaining in the entangled state probabilistically prepared upon the
first photon detection.

The presented study demonstrates the feasibility of preparing tailoredmultipartite entanglement without
increased experimental overhead formore highly entangled states. In ourwork this entanglement is between the
atom-cavity system, and the photon state stored in an opticalfibre. For future quantumnetworking, we
anticipate the implementation of a network of atom-cavity systems, all coupled simultaneously byfibres to a
photonicMMI chip. Thefirst detections in theMMI outputwill then project the ensemble of input atoms into a

Figure 4.Performance of the chipmeasured for photon pairs input intomodes 1 and 3, including a correction for the inferredmissed
same-detector coincidences. The distribution of coincidences separated by less than the photon length for parallel polarised input
photons (Para. 13) shows a similarity to the expected behaviour of = -

+S 97.7 %0.6
0.6 . Orthogonal input photonsmade distinguishable in

time (Orth. 13) taken from the same experimental run show = -
+S 99.4 %0.4

0.3 .

9
Any non-unitary transfermatrix predicts probabilities of coincident detections that do not sum to unity across all possible pairs of output

modes, necessitating a renormalisation. In our case the averagemagnitude of this correction is 1.9%.
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spatially distributedmultipartite entangled state. To allow entanglement to persist after all photons are detected,
the atom-cavity systemmust entangle the internal spin-state of the atomwith the emitted photon polarisation,
requiring a polarised scheme such as ours. Differentmeasurement outcomes that depend on the
distinguishability, and hence interference through theMMI, of the inputmulti-photon state can then
probabilistically project the atoms into an entangled state.

The scalability of thesemore complex networking proposals is directly related to the total losses in the
system.With an atom coupled to the cavity our overall efficiency, for photon emission, transmission and
detection, is η=(9.4± 0.2)%,which is demonstrably sufficient for a proof-of-principle entanglement scheme
using pairs of photons.However, as the likelihood of observingN-photon events scales with hN , higher photon
number experiments would require circumventing the present limitations in the photon generation efficiency
[33]. These limitations are well understood andwe estimate that new schemes accounting for these effects would
allow the efficient delivery of three- and four-photon states to the chip. The on-chip losses can also be improved,
with<1 dB/facet consistently observed through similar chips in the lab. As such, it is realistic to believe the
presented proof-of-principle experiment could be scaled up to higher photon number.

In summary the combination of our single-photon sourcewith an integrated photonic chip, each of which
was individually characterised, has been shown to operate flawlessly, up to imperfections inherent to each
individual component, and in full accordancewith expectations. This is an important step towards a distributed
quantumnetwork of cavity-based emitter-photon entanglers as it experimentally proves the ability, in a real-
world setting, of integratedMMIs tomediatemultipartite entanglement across numerous distant nodes in a
quantumnetwork. This is also the first time an atom-cavity single-photon source that provides polarisation
control has been integratedwith amore complex optical network than a simple beam-splitter. This control
could be combinedwith readily available fast-switching electro-optical elements such as Pockels cells to allow
active routing of the photons, and thus the non-probabilistic preparation of even larger Fock states [47, 48]. This
is a promising approach to surpassing the randomphoton routing that has limited the photon number of
equivalent experiments with previous cavity-based [12] and SPDC sources [39, 45, 49], and towards truly
scalable quantumnetworks.
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AppendixA. Single-photon source

The experimental set-up is shown infigure 1(b). 87Rb atoms are loaded into amagneto-optical trap (MOT)
∼8 mmbelow the cavity for 500 mswhere they are cooled to∼20 μK.They are then stochastically loaded by an
atomic fountain (further details can be found in [50])—an upwardly launchedMOTwith sufficiently diffuse
density upon reaching the cavity that in general only one or zero atoms are loaded at any given time. At typical
launch velocities of∼1 m s−1 a single atom takes∼60 μs to transit the 27 μmwaist of the cavitymode. This
correspondsmore than 100 attempts at producing a single photon and as such the atom can be considered to be
effectively stationarywithin the duration of a single driving pulse. As the atomic cloud transits the cavity a
sequence of 20 000 driving pulses, each 300 ns longwith a sin2 amplitude profile, attempts to produce a streamof
alternately polarised single photons. The driving laser is injected from the side of the cavity and is linearly
polarised orthogonally to themode, such that it decomposes into an equal superposition ofσ+ andσ− in the
cavity basis.

The driving pulses are separated by 664 ns corresponding to a photon emission rate of∼1.5 MHz.However
as the atomicflux through the cavity is kept intentionally low—with typically the order of 20 atoms passing
through the cavitymode perMOT launch—the system is only intermittently operating at this rate. Combined
with losses through the network, particularly in photonic chip, this required that each data set presented in this
work be acquired overmultiple hours of experimental run time (though the cavity only contains an atom, and
thus has the potential to emit a photon, for∼0.2%of the this time). As an example, the data presented infigures 2
and 3 for indistinguishable photon pairs input intomodes 1 and 2 of theMMI (‘Para. 12’) consists of 247
coincident detection events recorded over 290 min of experimental run time. Almost every event recorded
corresponds to performing the desired experiment as the lowbackground on the superconducting nanowire
detectors, with themeasured dark count rate ranging from5 to 66 per hour across ourmultiple detectors, gives a
correspondingly high signal-to-noise ratio.

The cavity itself is 339 μm long and is comprised of two highly reflectivemirrors withRcav=5 cm radii of
curvature and differing transmissions at 780 nmof approximately 4 ppm and 40 ppm for directional emission of
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the photons. Themeasured finesse of  = 117 800 200 corresponds to average scattering losses permirror
of (6.6± 0.1)ppmand the cavity linewidth isΔωFWHM/2π=(3.750± 0.006)MHz. It is essential that the
Zeeman splitting,DZ, of themF=m1 stretched states from themF=0 sublevel of = ñ∣F 1 ground level
exceeds this linewidth in order that the cavity can selectively couple to individual spin-states. The optimum
Zeeman splitting used in this work, pD =∣ ∣ 2 14 MHzZ , was determined experimentally tomaximise single-
photon production efficiency and indistinguishability. This can be understood as the compromise between the
largerfield strengths required to sufficiently split the ground state sublevels and the lowerfield strengths at which
single-photon production isminimally impacted by the nonlinear Zeeman effects discussed in [33].

The cavity also has non-negligible birefringence with elliptical polarisation eigenmodes split by
ΔP/2π=(3.471± 0.004)MHz. A detailed consideration of how this impacts the photon-production scheme
can be found in [34], however the effects are limited to lowering the effective atom-cavity coupling and imperfect
polarisations of the emitted photons. For the experiments presented here, wherewe post-select upon coincident
detections to only consider photons emittedwith the desired polarisations using a combination of routing optics
and delayfibres, these are simply inefficiencies in the preparation of the input state to theMMI and so do not
effect themeasured results.

The coupling rates of the system, neglecting cavity birefringence and nonlinear Zeeman effects, are then
k g p ={ } { }g , , 2 4.77, 1.875, 3 MHz, where g is the atom-cavity coupling rate,κ is the cavity field decay rate

and γ is the atomic amplitude decay rate.

Appendix B. Similarities

On the timescales required to experimentallymeasure the distribution of coincident detections for a given pair
of inputmodes, the photon detections and associated coincident events exhibit Poissonian counting statistics. A
Poissonian distribution ofmean and varianceλ gives the probability ofmeasuring n events as [51]

l
l

=
l-

( )
!

( )P n
n

;
e

. B.1
n

If wemeasure the total number of coincident detections across pairwise combinations of the outputmodes to be
{ }N N, , ...1 2 , themost likely Poissonian distribution fromwhich eachmeasurement is taken is that with l = Ni.
The uncertainty associatedwith eachmeasured number of events is then N Ni i ,

10 which bounds values
within one standard deviation,σ, of themean and corresponds to the error bars presented on the experimental
data infigures 2–4.

Tofind the associated uncertainty of the similarity of thesemeasured distributions to the theoretical
predictionswe useMonte Carlomethods, samplingmany possible distributions { }n n, , ...1 2 from
{ ( ) ( ) }P n N P n N; , ; , ...1 1 2 2 and calculating the corresponding distribution of similarities. From this we canfind
themost likely similarity to the theoretical predications and place reasonable bounds upon it.

As an example, the upper-left plot infigure 5 shows the distribution of similarities obtainedwhen applying
this treatment to themeasured cross-detector coincidences for indistinguishable photon pairs input intomodes
1 and 2 of theMMI (the corresponding experimental data is presented infigure 2). The similarity of the
measured distribution of raw events, { }N N, , ...1 2 , to the theoretical prediction ismarkedwith the vertical blue
line and does not correspond to themost likely similarity obtained fromour distribution, which ismarked in
green. This is because a normalisation of the rawdistribution is inherent to the similarity calculation (recall
equation (9)) and this provides a non-trivial relationship between the previously independent values of the
number of coincidences across each pair of output channels.We use themost likely similarity, = -

+S 98.9 %0.6
0.4 ,

as our quoted result. The error bounds,marked by the dashed green lines, correspond the highest posterior
density interval containing 68%of the distribution—the approximate certainty containedwithin the s
bounds of aGaussian (or, for sufficiently largeN, Poissonian) distribution.

The upper-right and lower-left plots infigure 5 show the similarity ofmany randomly sampled six-
parameter distributions (corresponding to the six possible cross-detector coincidence channels) of the
theoretical cross-detector coincidence distributions for indistinguishable and distinguishable photon pairs,
respectively, input inmodes 1 and 2. The similarities of pairs of randomly sampled six-parameter distributions is
also shown in the lower-right plot. For interfering photons themost likely similarity to a randomdistribution is
found to be = -

+S 82.1 %12.3
9.3 , with the non-interfering case showing = -

+S 90.8 %7.5
5.4 . It is unsurprising that values

are this high as two randomly chosen distributionsmost likely have a similarity of -
+87.6 %11.6

7.3 .

10
The approximation of the s uncertainty on ameasured number of events displaying Poissonian statistics as N N becomes less

valid for lowerN as the underlying distributions become increasingly asymmetric. However this is deemed to be sufficient for visually
presenting experimental error bars infigures 2–4 and amore sophisticated approach is used to propagate these uncertainties through the
calculation of the similarities of experiment to theory, as detailed in appendix B.
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Considering howwell randomdistributionsmatch the theoretical performance of our system allows us to
concludewith confidence that we are trulymeasuring the predicted quantum effects. The chance of a random
distribution providing a similarity within or exceeding the 68% (95%) credible interval of the experimentally
measured performance is 0.40% (0.80%) and 0.47% (1.39%) for the cases of indistinguishable and
distinguishable input pairs, respectively. This can be seen on plots ‘Q vs Rand.kl

12 ’ and ‘C vs Rand.kl
12 ’where the

68% credible intervals of the corresponding experimental results are shown in green. Furthermore, given the
similarity between the two theoretical predictions in this case is Sbound=90.1%, no single randomdistribution
could simultaneouslymimic both behaviours with themeasured accuracy.
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Figure 5. Similarities obtainedwhen comparing the theoretical distributions of cross-detector coincident detections for
indistinguishable (Qkl

12) or distinguishable (C
kl
12) photon pairs input intomodes 1 and 2 of theMMI tomany different distributions.

The upper left plot—fromwhichwefind our quoted similarity and its associated uncertainty as described in the text—considers the
expected behaviour if wewere to repeat ourmeasurement,many timeswithmultiple simulated outcomes sampled from the
Poissonian statistics that underlie ourmeasured result (Para. 12). The remaining plots contrast themeasured results to truly random
behaviour by consideringmany distributions evenly sampled from a six-dimensional parameter space (Rand.). Each histogram
contains 1000 000 trials. ‘Qkl

12 vs Para. 12’ has themean (black) andmost likely (green) similarities obtainedmarkedwith vertical lines,
alongwith the 68% credible interval (dashed green). The similarity to the theorey of the single experimentallymeasured distribution
(blue) is also shown. The remaining plots, comparing theoretical predications to randomdistributions, are equivalentlymarked, with
themost likely similarity and error boundsmarked in red to distinguish them from the corresponding experimentallymeasured
results.
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